
AGENDA 
DEANS’ COUNCIL MEETING 

1:30 – 3:00 pm, 14 May 2012, 626-S 
 

1. Commencement Review      Dressman (Michael), 
Chapman (Brian) – Noted that people didn’t leave early, so techniques used (having it 
shorter), seem to have helped. Speeches were generally shorter. Roof leaked. Sound 
system needs improvement. 
 

2. Four Degree Programs Designated for Online   Williams (Pat), 
Chapman – Coordinating Board is pressing us to say which 4 online degree programs are 
our most popular. A rider to a state law section was passed which requires us to compare 
cost of online programs to face-to-face.  The UH System is still figuring out how to 
implement this so all UHS universities can use the same format when reporting. 
 

3. May Term Update – Issues?      Stading (Gary) – 
Asking about ones that are low-enrollment. Have killed some for lack of enrollment. 
Decided to keep some because this is experimental. Briefly discussed how face-to-face 
ones will work because of intense amount of time in class. 
 

4. Summer School Preview – Issues?      Stading – Asking 
Evans (Louis) noted that we are still scheduling at distance locations in such a way that 
students can’t come for blocks of time (one at 8am on MW, another in same subject at 
2pm on TTh, for example.) 

 
5. Student Success: Summer Programs, Freshman Convocation Birchak (Chris) – 

Convocation on Saturday, August 25, based on Mountains Beyond Mountains as 
common reader. Two freshman summer success programs this year, about 150 students in 
each – “Weathering the Storm: Academic Resilience and Persistence.” New Faculty 
Orientation will be on Friday, August 17. 
 

6. Lecturer Letters, Adjunct Letters     Dressman – 
Continuing to work on this, and answering questions from colleges. 
 

7. Deans’ Searches       Chapman – Dean of 
College of Business now posted. Interviews over for Humanities & Social Sciences after 
tomorrow, decision soon. 

 
8. Core Curriculum Update      Stading, Dressman – 

Senate passed resolution asking that all of communication part of core be devoted to 



composition, then one of the two optional courses be devoted to other kinds of 
communication. Provost wrote response noting that state law does not allow this. Both of 
the communication courses have to address all modes of communication, can’t just be 
limited to writing. 

 
9. Student Elections Update      Dressman – Our 

student election policies are outdated and do not take account of online methods, etc. 
There were some abuses, but we do have candidates we can seat. There may be some 
investigations on the part of some students involved. 
 

10. Dean’s Reports       Deans – Uzman 
(Akif) noted that the background checks for the Campus Programs for Minors seem to be 
going well. Things are being handled in time for programs to start.  
 

11. Other Issues – Dr. Chapman will be out for a week starting Thursday. Stading noted that 
there were some online classes that called their students to come in for face-to-face 
exams; they had been handled via a non-Academic-Affairs unit. AA heard of it and said 
this is not allowed. We need to proclaim this more widely. Dressman: An RFP will go out 
to solicit bids for a customer relationship management (student) system, so some people 
may be asked to fill out a survey to determine needs.  

 
 
 


